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_Abstract
In contrast to the marginalization of indigenous cultures in architectural analysis, research on indigenous architecture has revealed extraordinary uses of concepts. The difficulty of analyzing the often decategorized buildings not only uncovers the need to improve methods of analysis, but also offers new approaches to analytical methodologies. In particular, the unconventional way of conveying concepts in indigenous architecture offers parameters for rebuilding the limiting boundaries. Following challenges in and research on new methodologies in other disciplines, as represented by Mieke Bal in cultural analysis with the idea of ‘travelling concepts,’ indigenous architecture promises new perspectives. This contribution therefore presents selected indigenous architectural traditions in Central America, along with their conceptual contents and potential to expand analytic criteria. To stress the diversity of concepts, the first part introduces selected buildings by presenting differences and similarities between architectural principles and intentions. After exposing the limits of typological analysis and the potential of entangled concepts, the article analyzes case studies through terms from Bal’s book Travelling Concepts in order to converge the character of indigenous architecture. Finally, the article considers how entangling concepts could generate new perspectives in the architectural discourse as well as in other disciplines.

1_Introduction: On Accordance and Discordance between Architecture, Intention, and Translation
In order to discuss ‘travelling concepts’ in indigenous architecture, the latter’s characteristics will be introduced with an overview of indigenous building traditions in Central America, focusing on the eight remaining indigenous peoples of Costa Rica: Ngöbe, Bribri, Cabécar, Boruca, Térraba, Huetar, Maleku, and Chorotega. An in-depth comparative investigation into architectural cultures in Central America reveals various independent and unique building types and traditions, as well as similarities in basic principles and symbolism. The analyzed architectural traditions show the independent development of ground floor shapes, structures, materiality, ceremonies, and symbolism, articulated in different basic shapes, deriving from round, oval, and rectangular ground plots with various roof constructions and three-dimensional projections (see fig. 1).
The selection of typology varies significantly from culture to culture. Despite their territorial proximity, the architecture traditions in Central America and Costa Rica differ greatly and show different architectural solutions (see fig. 2–6), notwithstanding proven relations between some of them.²
Fig. 2: Round Bribri building in Talamanca, Costa Rica.
Fig. 3: Ovoid house in Chirripó, Costa Rica.⁴
Fig. 4: Building *Usha'tê* of the Boruca people, Costa Rica.⁵
Fig. 5: Round granary in Mexico.⁶
In addition to similarities in the buildings’ surroundings, nature, and materiality, which are typical for indigenous cultures, various local, independent architectural expressions between and within the indigenous cultures were found. While, in some cultures, one type of building serves all functions, as it does, for instance, for the Maleku in Costa Rica (see fig. 15), other traditions use different types of buildings for particular activities, some with a very specific purpose, like a birthing or sepulture house. The sensitive translation of symbolism into built expressions differs greatly and can be seen, for example, in a comparison of different types of round buildings. The most important buildings of three ethnic groups in Costa Rica, the Ú sulé of the Bribri (see fig. 2), the Jutsinin of the Cabécar, and the Ju Dogwabti of the Ngöbe, for instance, differ in important principles and are expressed through different three-dimensional figures and
details. While all three buildings focus on the representation of the center, this symbolism is realized differently in each tradition: a conical space without a supporting structure in the center and a cord in the Ú sulé, a pronounced round structure, traditionally without central support, in the Jutsinín, and a rod-like column in the Ju Dogwabti (see fig. 7).

Fig. 7: Round building types of the Bribri, Cabécar, and Ngöbe in Costa Rica.

To contrast this typological approach, the next section moves away from visual analysis and focuses on the content of diverse imported issues, a common factor in indigenous architecture. As well as visual similarities and divergences, the indigenous cultures investigated here show parallels in how they represent abstract concepts in architecture. These strategies are contrasted with selected examples from Mieke Bal’s book Traveling Concepts.

2 New Methodologies in the Architectural Discourse and the Potential of Indigenous Architecture

The most persuasive architectural theories today reshuffle images that have been around for the longest time, and these images are remembered or reenacted almost in the manner of a ritual, rather than utilized for thinking.

In the architectural discourse of the last centuries, the use of concepts has been limited to only a few popular concepts and narrow, direct applications. In functionalist theory, as demonstrated here, the established methodologies are criticized for failing to enrich architectural analysis and practice due to their unambiguity, authoritarianism, intolerance, and rigidity, and new principles and analytical tools are sought to take their place. Although the influence of concepts in design processes and research is overemphasized, these misleadingly labeled concepts are, in the main, characterized by repeated generalized pictures instead of a profound transfer of content outside of its traditional boundaries. The visual has been so prioritized in architecture as to create a
“hegemony of the visual,”16 which has recently been addressed by seeking to include other human senses in architecture, as well as in other areas, such as philosophy.17

In addition to this dominance of the visual, current discussions in architecture are marked by the exclusion of aspects outside of the established academic context, even though numerous architects and theorists stress the importance of architecture made by non-specialists.18 In particular, the difficulty of categorizing and evaluating indigenous architecture within recognized parameters, as well as the boundary between vernacular and academic architecture, poses an epistemological problem.19 The inclusion of content from multiple disciplines, which is characteristic of indigenous architecture and creates this difficulty, therefore demands a profound analysis of indigeneity in architecture that moves beyond its formal aspects. In place of the traditional focus on parental or typological resemblances or origins, this article offers a different approach to indigenous architecture. Like architecture, cultural analysis has recently been confronting the limits of its own methodologies,20 a meaningless application of concepts, and the failure to improve analytic practice.21 This is addressed by Mieke Bal with the idea of ‘travelling concepts.’ Given the similar nature of these two fields’ limits and the characteristics of indigenous architecture, Bal’s methodology in her book *Travelling Concepts* could represent a new approach to the analysis of indigenous architecture. This contribution will therefore confront indigeneity in architecture with ‘travelling concepts.’

3 _Travelling Concepts and Indigenous Architecture_

In her book *Travelling Concepts in the Humanities: A Rough Guide*, Mieke Bal emphasizes the distinction between “diffusion,” an unwarranted and casual application of concepts,22 which so far has often been the case in architecture, and ‘travelled concepts.’ Her proposal to replace paradigm-based methodologies in cultural analysis with a re-examination of strategies and concepts, which have a history of travelling between disciplines, periods, contents, and contexts, offers a new form of concept-based methodology.23 Rather than mere meaningless words, concepts should be flexible, inflect, and interact with the object and facilitate the analysis of objects, situations, and other theories.24

There are no simple concepts [...]. This explains the multiplicity of their aspects and possible uses. [...] At the same time concepts are connected to problems [...].
Using concepts just to characterize or label an object means falling back into practice of typology whose point is limited as well as limiting.  

Due to the similarity of the current limits and the need for improvement in both architecture and cultural analysis, using Bal’s strategies in *Travelling Concepts* to analyze selected indigenous buildings promises enriching results to the architectural discourse. Analogous to Bal’s approach, the following attempt does not intend to offer a catalogue of concepts, nor does it judge applications of concepts as right or wrong. The proposed concepts should “help to articulate an understanding [...] or enable a discussion.”

A _Image and Imaginative Metaphors_

According to Mieke Bal, the concept of an image renders the meaning of its content, similar to a text. Instead of simply producing a casual label, the concept expresses an understanding within a context, comparable to the substructure of syntax and decipherable through its components.

A1 _Virtuality_

How a meaning can be made readable through an image can be perceived, for instance, in the round Ú sulê, the most important type of building in the Bribri culture. The building is characterized by a conical structure that reaches into the ground like a roof house. The interior supporting structure is made up of a round beam that distributes the weight of the roof onto eight columns, with two additional interior bracing rings and one exterior bracing ring at the top, which secures the vegetal roof from the outside (see figures 8 and 9).
Fig. 8: Bribri conical house, Costa Rica.\textsuperscript{29}
For the Bribri, the artisan construction conveys a variety of important messages and represents their cosmovision. The Bribri concept of the world describes a mirrored double-conical structure with an upper world, the *supramundo*, and an underworld, the *inframundo*, each comprised of four levels (see fig. 10).
Traditionally, this building is of great value for the transmission of cultural content and an understanding of the world, and furthermore represents or mirrors the surrounding mountains. In the Bribri belief system, it is an image of the upper part of the world and is joined to a virtual negative or mirrored part that completes it. While this cosmovision...
of parallel, mirrored worlds can also be found in other cultures, like the Kogis of Colombia, the building holds major significance for the Bribri as it is perceived to represent an individual in different contexts. According to this belief, the inhabitants are displayed in the ‘second world’ by the construction of the conical house, which, therefore, marks an imperative in their life:

What happens is that the human has four persons, [...] four beings made into one, one is like the aura of one, which is the one that protects, this is the concept of the house. That’s the reason why we are the house and the house is us [...] that’s why we have a form to say ‘person’ in plural, [...] Because it’s supposed that like this the house is recognized as part of the whole [added] thing. And since we are living in two simultaneous worlds, the world on the other side, the world where the evaluation and the other [added] beings are and they all see the house. So they know there is something that has to be protected.

In addition to the direct, simple image of the building as a reproduction of the world through its four structural supporting rings, the conical house also creates profound images that connect it to the Bribri’s cosmovision, and which reflect the strong connection between the conical houses and the inhabitants. Both the idea of a world with four levels and the traditional belief in the four parts of a human being are conveyed by the house and its construction by making the observer and builder reflect on their own existence. During the building process, a virtual existence of two worlds is created through, for example, the builder’s awareness of life and afterlife. The construction process of the Ù sulè follows specific, strict rules and is remembered by the Bribri through stories about the construction of the world. Over several months, the village or family build the conical house, remembering the different narrations, passing through different stages. Due to its vegetal materiality, the house will continue to age after its completion and will be rebuilt once its structure has been undone by nature. This construction therefore stages the life cycle as well as the afterlife, and creates through a kind of experienced learning process an idea of a second life in the observer. The construction of the four structural segments of the house recalls different stages of life and therefore also presents an image of the four characters of an individual in the Bribri tradition. Through its structural division into four parts and its period of use, the house translates life and frames the house not as an object, but as a first person. Converted into an image of life and the human being, the house achieves a virtuality of the Bribri’s belief and their stories, in which the house is referred to as a person.
The Cabécar culture in Costa Rica integrates a similar image into its architecture, though it is expressed differently. Despite a similar perception of the world, life is staged through additional means and can be observed, for instance, in their oval houses. Traditionally, this type of building was erected with four levels, with each floor intended for a different generation, the youngest on top. This separation of generations and the individuals’ passing through different levels of the house as they get older creates a virtual image of the life cycle and multiple characters of the human being, as well as of their cosmovision, in which every level is inhabited by a specific being or by a different generation of their creator’s family.

A2_Birth and Death
The Û sulé also metaphorizes the human life cycle by its manipulation of light. To the Bribri tradition, the importance of light and darkness increases with the significance of the type of building and is expressed by a shaded space and the absence of additional openings. As a building of prime importance, the Û sulé’s extreme darkness is mandatory, referring to the Bribri’s stories about the creation of the world (see fig. 11).
The drastic difference between the obscurity inside and the tropical sunlight outside the building is intended to remind the Bribri of the moment of darkness on the earth and the creation of life. These gradients of light, as well as the act of passing through the building, therefore represent an image of birth and death, which could also be read as a narrative or *mise-en-scène* of their stories. The narrow opening in the entrance and

Fig. 11: Darkness inside the Bribri conical house, Costa Rica. | Image: Verena Tochtermann.
the passing from the dark into the brightness of day evokes the experience of birth, and is thereby also reminiscent of the creation of the earth and humanity. The house is thus converted into an image of Bribri history, a builder of history. The contrast between light and dark suggests not only a dichotomy of life and death, but also positive and negative, good and bad, which are also reflected in the Bribri’s beliefs. The building’s ambiguity reflects the Bribri perception of humankind, according to which every person has both good and bad aspects, and reinforces the metaphor of a building as a person.

**A3_Mirror**

Most indigenous cultures value a close relation between nature and architecture, though this translates into different concrete forms. The meaning of this characteristic can, for instance, be shown in the building Ölòwe, the second most prominent building in Bribri culture. Although its symbolic meaning is not as pronounced as that of the conical building, it is perceived by the inhabitants as an image, in the sense of a replica, of the surrounding ridge of the Talamanca mountains that cross the south of Costa Rica (see fig. 12).

Fig. 12: Oval Bribri building, Costa Rica.
In its three-dimensional construction, the building creates a visual reprint of the mountains. But it also mirrors its surroundings with other principles and, in addition, transmits and metaphorizes them by its materiality. Although the different types of Bribri buildings are typically made of specific types of wood and plants, the oval houses correspond to the round building types in their vegetative nature, changing and decomposing, only to be rebuilt after several decades. Through this aging process, the building takes on the status of a *first person*, mirroring the surrounding landscape, its life cycle, and its changes in a metaphorical way. With its changing appearance, the house enacts the passing from one life into another. Its regular cycle of reconstruction, in particular, recalls the human life cycle and functions as a reflecting and learning instrument that interacts with the user of the building by addressing the inhabitants directly during the construction process.

**B_Mise-en-scène**

*Mise-en-scène* as a concept has travelled from theater to various disciplines and can also be found in indigenous architecture. It is traditionally used to describe an activity’s environment or setting, and also represents the materialization and transmission of an idea to a public collective.38

**B1_Staging Subjectivity**

The effects of *mise-en-scène* as a concept can, for example, be seen in the analysis of the urban settlements in the Cabécar culture of Costa Rica. The Cabécar traditionally combine three basic typologies in their settlements: round, oval, and rectangular buildings (see fig. 13 and 14).
Fig. 13: Basic shapes of the three types of Cabécar buildings, Costa Rica.
While the rectangular buildings occupy a less significant and more functional role, the other two types contain important symbolic content and should, according to cultural tradition, be built next to each other. In contrast to the rectangular buildings, which are built for specific, functional uses only and can therefore take different three-dimensional concretizations, the construction of the round and the oval types represent a mandatory task: In the Cabécar culture, a village or family should erect at least one Jutsinin, their round house and most important building, and one oval building side by side. The two buildings’ prominence is also grounded in their narrations, where the round house symbolizes a male character and the oval building a female one.

While the assignment of gender to a building is the result of a visual deduction of forms, the special arrangement in groups also produces meaningful content that is not created by the gender status or symbol of the house. The grouping implies a communication between the building types in an abstract manner; it emphasizes the differences between the basic typologies and generates a communication between them, turning them into subjects. It stages outside and inside, private and public, but in Cabécar belief, also different kind of beings. By perceiving the two building types next to each other, the empty space between them stands out and shifts them from objectivity into subjectivity. Only in this contrast does the prominence of the round building among other buildings reveal itself and makes the observer perceive it as the lean character and the most important building of the constellation. In dialogue with other types, the
round building is framed, put into a more significant position and subjectified by the communication.

B2_ Staging the Invisible

Among the indigenous cultures of Costa Rica, the Maleku represent unique, individual traditions. Both their constructions and the conceptual contents with which they endow them differ significantly from those of the other indigenous groups. In contrast to cultures with various types of houses, the Maleku house different tasks and functions within a single type of building. The traditional Maleku construction is a simple, rectangular building with a rigged roof and a completely open ground floor (see fig. 15).

![Traditional Maleku house, Costa Rica](image)

Fig. 15: Traditional Maleku house, Costa Rica.

The traditional placement of the sepulture illustrates a theatrical peculiarity of the Maleku house. The Maleku used to bury their dead relatives inside these buildings, and attributed great significance to their locations. The sepulture was traditionally surrounded by a low fence that kept the visitors from treading on it, which was considered an offense. By this staging of the invisible, the attention of the visitor to the house is drawn to the afterlife, or the parallel life, present in most of the indigenous cultures.
examined here. Through its declared and depicted absence, the building stages the invisibility and uncertainty of life, as well as human vulnerability. Trespassing onto a certain architectural element would be understood as a violation of the rules and, consequently, of the human being itself.

**C_Performance and Performativity**

As Mieke Bal points out, the terms performance and performativity as theoretical concepts reveal their meanings best when they are combined. While performance is a particular execution of work, performativity describes an aspect of something or explains its function.43

**C1_Performing Memory**

In many indigenous architectural practices, the construction process marks a moment of reflection and interaction and is often shared with the community. However, the specific rules for each process and their meanings differ greatly, as will be demonstrated using the example of the Bribri conical building (see fig. 16).
The construction of a Ū sulê usually takes around three months and follows a strict timetable. The work is mostly carried out in a collective, but the procedure and the details, as well as the traditional ceremonies, are organized by the Awá, a highly regarded figure in the community with competence in medicine and construction. Every single detail of the construction process is expressed by narrations of the creation of the world and the human being. They are passed down from generation to generation in an oral tradition. Passing down the traditional stories to younger generations represents a very meaningful job for the Bribri, and only a specially trained person of a
certain clan is allowed to do it. During the construction process, the stories of the ancestors and the creation of the world are metaphorically enacted under the guidance of the architect, converting him into the director of a play. Through this peculiar process, the building not only metaphorizes history, but also converts it into a physical experience for the builders. The building turns into a performance of learning itself as an interaction, staged for the perception of all human senses and accompanied by the performance of communal and personal memory. During the three months of construction, the Bribri’s cultural memory and oral heritage is passed down from generation to generation in a collective performance, and history is re-enacted in the present.

D_Intention
According to Mieke Bal, intention as a concept is often generalized and characterized by complicated relationships. Since intention has frequently been misused in architecture, this last section focuses on that concept.

D1_Forms of Abandonment
In architectural practice, the concept of aging — letting a work grow, age, or degrade — has become very popular, whereas in indigenous architecture, the change in a building is a very natural process and can be demonstrated, for example, in the Bribri’s abandonment of their round buildings to time and weather. Due to their vegetal materiality, the buildings change and grow, designed to be built and rebuilt and to make the inhabitants reflect on time, space, and history. Through the constant change in its physical condition and its therefore direct effect to the inhabitants, the building shifts from the third person to the first person. Though it is designed and intended to change, no one could possibly know how precisely the building is going to change, nor how long it is going to last. While abandoning the building to time and nature is intentional and in accordance with Bribri traditions, a different factor of abandonment, one foreign to architects, is left to the materiality itself.

4_Conclusion
When analyzed through ‘travelling concepts,’ indigenous architecture, wrongly dismissed as ‘primitive,’ presents a dense variety of meaningful content. The essence of indigenous architecture, revealed through ‘travelling concepts,’ contains more than visual or functional solutions; it houses a multiplicity of messages and potential for im-
provement. Within the context of architectural discourse, for instance, indigeneity offers new perspectives with which to confront visual hegemony, as well as to overcome the division between vernacular and academic architecture. Although indigenous architecture is not inherently political, it diverges from a variety of current political ideas. In a context where only the architecture of colonialism is protected, researching indigenous architecture could not only contribute to an understanding of cultural heritage and preservation, but also free it from what is left of colonialism and secure the protection of indigenous languages, territorial rights, and political self-representation. Due to its particular use of concepts and performance of change, indigenous architecture itself could be perceived as staging Mieke Bal’s idea of ‘travelling concepts,’ and could enhance other disciplines in addition to architectural analysis, particularly fields which are currently struggling with linear methodologies and the separation of object and subject such as philosophy, physics, or other cultural fields, where the analysis and traveling of concepts from indigeneity to their disciplines holds new perspectives. While architecture in general is undergoing a re-examination by philosophy in order to confront challenges like the separation of object and person, the potential of indigeneity still needs to be unlocked.
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